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There is a tale of villagers witnessing,
river. And then another baby and another
mobilized to intercept the babies as
they flowed downstream and saw to
it that they were cared for and that
arrangements were made for each child’s
long-term care. This was a round-the-

has reviewed the literature, which
suggests that ensuring that youth in
the middle school years are connected
to the community can prevent them
from becoming disconnected later on.
Further, the literature indicates that
-
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Youth-serving agencies
upstream and could be
an even more powerful
part of the high school
ensuring that youth
in the middle school
years are connected
to the community.

village. Then one day, one of the villagers
the river and put a stop to it.
to the problem variously called “dropping
out” and “disconnected youth.” Surely,
youth have dropped out or become
disconnected, but shouldn’t we also
out of the deep water? Youth-serving
and could be an even more powerful

and sustained connections for the
young people in their care. While there
are necessarily downstream as well as
upstream aspects to solving the problem
competencies as an important and

Irv Katz
President and CEO,
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Academic/work/life skills are a wide array
of competencies that contribute to student
achievement.22

are strategies or
are informed by a base of evidence (includ-

ends, summers, and holidays by offering

25

refers to the point at which
the dynamic reverses, such as when the

solving, and self-control.

Youth Policy Forum (2006).15
Quality improvement system “is an

Academically struggling youth are middle
schoolers who are performing below

other indicators associated with not
23,24

when a ball tossed up in the air starts

includes “both
traditional programs operating during

ongoing, organized fashion,” as defined
by The Forum for Youth Investment.26

Summary
In the push to reverse the high school
dropout crisis, one opportunity has been

of adults serving youth is an evidencebased practice. This brief summarizes

where it takes hold—in the middle
school years. This means assuring all
middle schoolers receive the academic
and community-based support they

>

> Paid youth development professionals,
adult volunteers, and mentors are a
forward to close this gap. Their shared goal
is to improve outcomes for youth in their
middle school years who are struggling
reading below grade level, low grades).
Their shared strategy is to deepen the

>
support school success.

ences by ensuring that adults who serve
age group (11–15) and its developmental
more than 3 million middle schoolers
and services that include afterschool,
summer camp, mentoring, sports-based
learning, among others.
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deliver services that enable youth to succompetencies of adults should increase
the number of struggling middle schoolers
who receive the support needed to follow
their path toward college and career.

ABOUT THIS BRIEF

>

-

major transitions. During their middle
>

that will help more middle school youth
>
>

and community relate to them.

who serve middle schoolers deliver high>

and out of middle school.1,2

clamoring for more.
A secondary audience for this brief is

for youth, as illustrated in Figure 1.

rates and youth employment.

> A major life event—such as a death of a
loved one or the loss of a home—can be
the point at which a student who is on

With a goal of helping youth in the middle

>
such as when a youth discovers a new
passion and re-engages in school as part

from school, we began by identifying
a focused literature review and interviews
-

Middle School Years
Progress to

build consensus about a single practice
to advance. Together, the participants
that of developing and activating the
competencies of adults serving youth.
Since then, a growing group of youth

SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT

impact on the lives of youth.

OST support
as second

to strengthen how their organizations
0

TIME

Post High School
College or Career
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>

Kids Counts reports that almost 6.5 million
young people from 16 to 24 years are not
5
-

project in non-school hours—also
a trajectory toward dropping out
of school.

literature, Child Trends analysts concluded,

For youth who eventually drop out of

retention of these young people into

starts during the middle school years.
Students may fall behind in academics
and not get the help needed to catch up.

persistent outreach, more intensive ser6

disconnected young person (16–24 years)

behaviors. Bullying by peers, social
just a few challenges that can undermine
school engagement. Even youth who are
performing at grade level, consistently
real life.

7

Programs proven to help high school
dropouts complete their degree typically
8

Youth, to delineate how youth development
This model is grounded in abundant evidence that youth development programs
to learn in support of academic success.9
Indeed, it is well documented that youth

ninth grade must have developed academic-

>
>

nearly half of high school dropouts (45
percent) report that they started high
school ill prepared.3 Indeed, ACT has calculated that one in four (27%) eighth graders
school ready for college-level reading.4

4

>
>

10,11,12,13,14,15

A THEORY OF CHANGE FOCUSED ON INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL OUTCOMES
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DEVELOPMENT
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DEVELOPMENT
School Engagement

with Caring Adults
Appropriate
Social Behavior
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TALENT DEVELOPMENT AS
AN EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
parents, and students to pursue an array of strategies to address the dropout epidemic.

of adults serving youth is an evidence-

>
>
>
>

The Case
).

17

professionals, adult volunteers, or mentors

Competent
Youth Development
Professionals, Mentors,
and Volunteers

and services. When considering talent
development, youth-serving adults may

developmental asset in the lives of youth.16

>

>

programs and services that are
to achieve desired
outcomes. Create safe, supportive
environments. Assess outcomes.

are paid youth development professionals
whether through a structured program
or more informally, such as a neighbor or
volunteers also serve as youth group leaders,
tutors, hosts for service-learning projects,
crew for youth theatre productions,
and more.
In this brief, the terms “adults serving
youth” and “youth-serving adults” refer to
volunteers, mentors, and paid professionals.
In the broadest sense, the terms can even
refer to older adolescents who are camp
counselors, mentors, coaches, or in other

6

Directly nurture each
adolescent with caring support that
reaches into the family.

>

Provide safe, nurturing
connect with their families, schools, and
which all youth can thrive.15,18

Through an overlay to our impact model,
in the competencies of adults serving
middle school youth—relates to helping

A THEORY OF CHANGE FOCUSED ON INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL OUTCOMES

Improve the quality of
youth development
programming by building the

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING

PSYCHOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Summer Learning Programs and Camps
Service Learning Programs

SOCIAL AND
COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

ACADEMIC
AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
School Engagement

are strengthened in
these domains.

with Caring Adults
Appropriate
Social Behavior
Civic Engagement
Abstaining from

EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
Academic Success

school prepared to succeed.

College Enrollment
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>
must be “developmentally appropriate,”
that is, fit youths’ abilities, interests,
and stage of development. During the
middle school years, youth have emerging

including leadership.
>
> Complement or support academic

-

>

1,19

>

those who have all of the following.
>

>

-

and understand the pathways to reach
future goals.

opmental stage in early adolescence.
> Understanding of the nuances of serving
>

> Adapt program and service models for
14, 18, 19, 20

ences that enable youth who are in a
learn in ways that move them forward

Youth-Serving Adults
Every day, thousands of adults serve
America’s youth outside of school hours.
Whether professionals or volunteers, these

has not been fully tapped.

When these competencies are applied to

research and performance assessments

19,20

schoolers is engaging them in developing
them simply show up as passive recipients).21
to other developmentally appropriate

in the community.

8

>
do not consistently meet youth
thus, there is a need to strengthen
adult competencies.
> Improvements in youth-serving adults’

and services.
>

of youth—is largely dependent on the

and service outcomes.

ADULT COMPETENCIES, OST
QUALITY, AND YOUTH OUTCOMES

11,27

In the

adult volunteers are a pivotal element

THE NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE
YOUTH-SERVING ADULTS

or service.28,29
>
depends heavily on the ability and
professional training of the program
30
In a separate analysis, its analysts
similarly concluded that the success
of mentoring programs “depends on

>
“only about 23% of America’s 15-year33

>
review of the literature found that

>
with the research-based principles and
paramount to program success, and
programs for youth are most successful

14

>

to programs.”21
>
that summer learning “providers that
succeeded in developing a well-structured

10

“The absence of a comprehensive
professional development system
and associated career ladders present
challenges in accessing relevant training
28

at levels that generate positive effects.
Specifically, these youth are drawn to
meaningful, fun, and engaging offerings
in safe, supportive environments. Also,
positive relationships with caring adults

> The United Way, based on its research

and services for this age group.2

for more.15,18,21,32

9

28,34

Training that comprehensively

als did well in creating both welcoming
and inclusive environments as well as

Third, adults may be uncomfortable allowing
provide structure and clear limits. Finally,
types of tweens and teens.

29

Nonetheless, there are adults and older
adolescents who genuinely want to serve

for middle school youth who are ready
for more autonomy and for challenges

best adults are “youth magnets” who
organically connect with middle schoolers.

1,20

adults may feel unprepared to serve
competencies they need to enable this
age group to learn and grow.
start out without formal training in youth
the absence of a broadbased consensus
30
Second,

IMPROVING ADULT
COMPETENCIES AND IMPACT
ON QUALITY AND YOUTH
in youth-serving adults’ competencies can
30,35,36
Indeed, over
> Produced various sets of competencies
for frontline youth professionals.
>
component.
>

sionals, volunteers, and mentors in
and services.

YAP matches youth with advocates based on shared interests and strengths to further
help engage youth and build the trust needed for true growth and change. Some

10

> Strived to diversify their professional
and volunteer pools, especially in
terms of race, ethnicity, or geography
(see

develop the competencies of youth
development professionals. Youth-serving
results when these investments are part
can readily obtain proven program and

than when there is no such system.35,41

standards, and performance measurement systems from these sources.37 At the
As previously noted, a systemic approach
to professional development is not widely
available across the nation, although

improvement systems may also drive
changes in policies, procedures, organiza-

26,35,41,42

To address talent development for the
develop, test, and deliver training. The
potential cost could be moderated if
a common set of competencies for
collaboratively developed training for
technology, such as on-demand online
training, could further ease costs.

In summary, compelling evidence clearly

Even so, realizing sustainable improvements

development programs, on youth par-

must have the capacity to support front-

people’s ability to succeed in school. Yet,
must strengthen professional and volunteer
competencies so that middle school youth

about innovative practices considered
during training but have trouble imple38

practices into use.34,38,39

described below. While each of these
-

launching new programs, which can carry
supervisors and administrators.30,40
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1. TRAIN ADULTS HOW TO WORK
EFFECTIVELY WITH YOUTH IN
THE MIDDLE SCHOOL YEARS

2. ALIGN PROFESSIONAL AND
VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT
WITH QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
SYSTEMS

to the developmental stages of early adoin the elementary school years will not

to amplify impact. The best systems

19,20

-

serving youth in the middle school years,

tion in formal training and education.

youth to select, plan, and implement their
ideas for projects.

processes are established to measure
in applying best practices, hold staff
accountable for improvements, and reward
success. Evaluations have shown that
both performance and outcomes.26,38,43

YMCA of the USA has a dedicated

developing professionals’ and volunteers’
-

directors that guides them in providing
their local Y or school where programming
is delivered. The training provides handsschool directors are then able to offer
programming that encourages middle
schoolers’ thoughts and ideas, integrates
youth voice in program decisions, and

culture that deliberately strives to pro-

community members.
analyzed their assessment results and

plans. Follow-up assessments generated
44

that YMCA teams strengthened their program
44
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3. DEVELOP OST
MANAGERS’ COMPETENCIES
Many competency-building resources
focus on frontline youth development
and volunteers to succeed in their roles.
These investments are needed, but overA growing body of evidence indicates that

discovered that the local club leader is a
-

30,40,41

assessment data to strengthen club

managers need discrete competencies.

-

youth and their families.
26

Besides having authority to drive change,
because they tend to have longer tenures
than frontline professionals or volunteers.26,45
hours to devote to improvement, including

for Middle School Youth
Nineteen prominent national youth
development organizations, including

by program managers generated waves
of improvements.35,41

programs and services, plan to strengthen
talent development systems
their

Leadership capacity has become

the ability to reach more than 3 million

deepen the clubs’ impact on youth by
26

challenges to talent development, host
webinars featuring best practices, and
enable partners to share training and
other resources. The centerpiece of the
community of practice is finding ways

13

Competent youth development professionals, mentors, and volunteers are the
all young people are ready by 21 for
have raised the visibility of middle school

must enhance the competencies of youthand services produce impressive results.
-

middle school level.
youth, and ultimately enhance young

Conclusions
up of the Keeping Middle School Youth
Further, the research is clear. When
interviews, reviewed draft materials,
presented in webinars, and recommended
studies for our analysis.

of the authors and do not necessarily

to return to pathways leading to college
and career.
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